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Editorial
I am pleased to introduce the “International Journal of
Law and Conflict Resolution”. The journal is an open
access as well as peer-reviewed, that is always ready for
instant publication of articles that are related to the
concepts of Law and Conflict Resolution. As a part of
encouraging the researchers, scientists in the field of law
and justice to share their ideas, concepts and their study,
the journal publishes in a yearly period. The journal
catches the eye of the other authors or researchers or
readers with its high quality based papers that have keen
ideology on Law and Conflict Resolution fields.
A framework of rules that are created and came into force
in order to regulate ones behavior with an accurate
matter of longstanding firms is known as Law. In simple
form, it is described as a science and art of justice. Laws
does vary from country to country, they are analyzed
under comparative law. In common law systems, judges
make decisions with the knowledge of precedent cases.
Without laws, it is hard to imagine our society. As the
situations of the people are unique, no one legal system
can cover everything. The conflicts resolution in terms of
law or legal sector plays a vital role, as by keeping the
laws behind, the decisions and solutions are found and
solved.




Law’s scope: The law is of two main forms,
Public law: It concerns government and society,
including constitutional law, administrative law, and
criminal law.
Private law: It deals with legal disputes between

individuals and/or organizations in areas such as contracts,
property, torts and commercial law.
Functions of Law: Law has various functions that have
significant forms with respect to the diversified fields..

The main objective of the Journal is to provide an original
information round the globe. Here we publish all types of
the Researches that are specifically related to Law and
Conflict Resolution, such that the author can easily publish
any form of his or her research based on his feasibility. Our
mission is to extend the scholarly research articles beyond
the academic circles with a view to putting in place one of
the largest pools of open access contents by 2025. Our aim
is to inform authors of the decision on their manuscripts
within two weeks of submission. Following acceptance, a
paper will normally be published online after the
acceptance. The average time between submission and
final decision is 21 days and the average time between
acceptance and final publication is 14 days. Once the
paper is accepted, it will be published online.
The authors, researchers, scientists are hearty welcomed,
to share your ideas or thoughts or studies in regard of the
concepts that are relevant to Law and Conflict Resolution.
Kindly submit your manuscript at
https://www.globalscienceresearchjournals.org/submitmanuscript.html or E-mail to your manuscript attachment to
our Editorial office at
editor@globalscienceresearchjournals.com.

